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About This Game

Rogue Warrior is a character-driven, first-person-shooter, featuring Richard 'Demo Dick' Marcinko's explosive personality in an
action-packed single player campaign, and intense multiplayer combat.

Playing as Richard 'Demo Dick' Marcinko, you go behind the iron curtain to disrupt a suspected North Korean ballistic missile
program. Soon into the mission, you uncover a conspiracy that could turn the tides of the Cold War in the communists' favor.

You must then take the mission into your own hands as you enter into the bowels of the USSR to destroy a technology that could
change the balance of geopolitical power, leaving a trail of destruction in your wake!

Play as a Real Life Legend  - Play as Richard "Demo Dick" Marcinko — a real-life American badass. His defiant,
crude, and sometimes ruthless behavior has earned him both glory and infamy in the history books. Now you take on his
explosive nature as you engage in black ops and go against the rules of conventional warfare to get the job done.

Brutal Kills  - With more than 25 uniquely brutal kill moves, do what it takes to take out the enemy. No trick is too
dirty as you maintain the element of surprise whenever possible - find and kill the enemy before they find you.

Targets of Opportunity  - Be an instrument of destruction as you create tactical advantages by eliminating any and all
targets that would otherwise benefit the enemy.
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Multiplayer Mode  - Go head to head against others online and even perform brutal kill moves on your friends.

Award-winning Talent  - Golden Globe winner and Oscar nominee Mickey Rourke voices Dick Marcinko's in-game
character.
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Title: Rogue Warrior
Genre: Action
Developer:
Rebellion
Publisher:
Bethesda Softworks
Release Date: 1 Dec, 2009

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 3.4 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or equivalent processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM (XP)/ 2 GB RAM (Vista)

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compliant video card with 256 MB RAM (NVIDIA 7900 or better, ATI X1800 or better)

English,French,Italian,German
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not only do you kill commies, your name is dink macinko. only thing cooler than that would be to finally have sex with a woman
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